
1. Free time- In Religion notebook, write a prayer for a 

safe, healthy, and fun summer! It should be 4-6 

sentences.


Dear God, 


Thank you for a wonderful school year. Please watch 

over us as we travel, swim, and explore.


This summer, I will take time to love and  appreciate all 

of the beautiful things you created. Thank you for 

creating the lakes and beaches, the mountains and sky, 

and allowing my family, friends, and I to experience it. 


Love, 


Me


Decorate/color
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ELA Notes


Adjectives as Subject Complements- page 66


* An adjective that follows a linking verb and completes 

the sentence is called a subject complement (SC)


* Linking verbs: am, is, are, was, were, become, feel, 

grow, look, remain, seem, smell, sound, and taste


            Linking verb


The T. Rex was powerful. 


noun   adjective/subject complement




The T.rex’s teeth were sharp with cutting 

edges. 


T. Rex was not necessarily green, as some 

myths claim. 


Exercise 1


1. The Triceratops was huge. 


2. Its three horns were gigantic. 


3. The horn on its nose was smallest. 


4. The creature’s body seems bulky. 


5. The dinosaur looks clumsy to me. 


Exercise 2


Subject complement?  (SC) OR Before the Noun (BN)


1. The Triceratops is famous for its horns. SC


2. Triceratops traveled in large groups. BN




3. This massive dinosaur was a herd animal. BN


4. Triceratops usually ate low plants. BN


5. Each one ate an enormous amount of food. BN


6. Their skulls were remarkable for their size and 

strength. SC


Workbook page 43


Circle the adjective/subject complement.


Highlight the linking verb.


Underline the noun. 


The shipwreck was deep under the water.



